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News & Notes

NEWS & NOTES

Tactile display for accessible 3D modelling: In a massive step
ahead towards independent designing by people with visual
impairment, researchers at Stanford University have designed
a tactile display that could soon make 3D printing and
computer-aided design accessible. This touch-based display
mimics the geometry of 3D objects designed on a computer
and can be paired with 3D design software to quickly produce
touchable representations of a user’s work-in-progress. This
work was presented at the International ACM SIGACCESS
Conference on Computers and Accessibility (ASSETS). The
researchers are planning to develop this prototype tactile
display into a version that is less expensive, larger and capable
of creating shapes with greater detail. As stated by visually
impaired scientist, designer and educator Joshua Miele, who
co-authored the paper, this technology will eventually make it
possible for people with visual impairment to create
customized products and tools as needed by them. For more,
log on to this link or view the video.
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Exercise can offset genetic risks we may carry for depression. A
study by researchers from Harvard University and Massachusetts
General Hospital, published in the journal Depression and
Anxiety, found that though certain genes increase risk of
depression in a person, increased levels of exercise cancelled out
that genetic risk.

Regular
exercise can
keep
depression
away

The study arrived at the following findings after a two-year
period of research, analysing information from nearly 8,000
participants in the Partners HealthCare Biobank, a database to
help researchers better understand how people’s genes,
environment and lifestyle affect their health. Participants
provided a blood sample and their genomes were analysed. They
also shared details of their lifestyle and behaviours, such as how
much exercise they typically get in a week.

The crucial findings of this study include: People with higher
genetic risk were more likely to be diagnosed with depression
over the next two years. However, those who were more
physically active were less likely to develop depression, despite
harbouring genetic risk. In addition, higher levels of physical
activity were protective for people even with the highest genetic
risk scores for depression. Both high-intensity exercises like
running and low-intensity exercises like yoga decreased the risk
for depression.
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Postal ballet
option for
people with
disabilities

To facilitate voting by people with disabilities and voters over 80
years of age, based on a recommendation by the Election
Commission of India, the Government of India has amended the
Conduct of Election Rules 1961 to include voters with disabilities
and those above 80 years of age in the category of 'absentee
voters' and eligible to vote through the postal ballot. Earlier, only
military, paramilitary personnel and government employees
working abroad, as well as employees posted in election duty
were entitled to the postal ballot. The notification to implement
this decision was issued on 22 October.
The format of the application form to be filled for claiming to be
an absentee voter has been prepared. Senior citizens and
disabled voters above 80 years of age can claim postal ballot by
submitting this form, applying through Form 12D, which will
reach the Returning Officer within five days after the date of
notification of election. A postal ballot paper would then be
issued to the elector (voting person) after receiving this
application, and then deposited in the specified centre after
recording the vote. The government has also provided for the
deployment of a nodal officer under the amended rules, which
will verify the claims of a person wanting to be an 'absentee
voter'. These two categories of voters now have the choice of
voting either as absentee voter or as a regular voter.
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While it's already known that people with Down syndrome are
more susceptible to Alzheimer’s disease, a research study
published in the journal JAMA Neurology states that by age 55,
three out of every five individuals with Down syndrome will be
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease or some neuro-degenerative
condition. The study also found that the odds of dementia are 40
percent for those aged 40 to 54. The findings are based on an
analysis of Medicaid claims data from more than 2,900 adults with
Down syndrome living in Wisconsin between 2008 and 2018.

Older
people with
Down syndrome
carry high risk
for dementia

The findings suggest that much more needs to be done to address
the needs of people with Down syndrome who are dealing with
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease, they said. While there is a lot
of support and attention for the physical health of people with
Down syndrome, right now we’re not doing much for memory and
cognitive function as people age.

IIT Madras, in collaboration with Phoenix Medical Systems has
launched ‘Arise’, India’s first indigenously designed ‘Standing
Wheelchair’ that allows the user to independently rise to a
standing position. The wheelchair is all set for commercialization,
after testing with users from NGOs, rehabilitation centres,
hospitals and individual users. A noteworthy fact is that this
stylish, portable, easy-to-manoeuvre, made-in-India wheelchair
with latest features, functions and safety features can be
customized and is priced at an affordable Rs. 15,000. It is suitable
for both indoor and outdoor use.

Arise,
the affordable
‘Standing
Wheelchair’
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Arise was designed and
developed
by
TTK
Center
for
Rehabilitation Research
and
Device
Development
(R2D2),
Department
of
Mechanical Engineering,
IIT Madras, led by Dr.
Sujatha
Srinivasan,
Professor, R2D2. The
commercialization
of
the standing wheelchair
technology was made
possible through the
support of Wellcome, a
U.K. based foundation.
“Orders
for
the
wheelchair have already
started coming in”,
informs Dr. Sujatha
Srinivasan.
Using this wheelchair will help prevent secondary health problems
like poor blood circulation and pressure sores arising from being in
a seated position for long. It will also allow wheelchair users to
independently access switches or objects placed at a height, or
simply adopt a standing position as desired and interact with
people at eye-level, resulting in overall independence and
confidence. Catch a live demonstration of people using the
wheelchair here For bookings and enquiries, call 9360202287 or
email arise@pmsind.com

Guide to apply
online for UDID
card

The India Today Web Desk has brought out a complete guide on
how one can apply for the Unique ID for Persons with Disabilities
(UDID) card. This crucial card is valid across the country for the
identification and verification of a disabled person to access
various government benefits. Having this card does away with the
need to carry multiple documents. The post sums up the process
in seven simple steps. For more information click here.
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MULTIPLE
MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES...
INTELLIGENCES
Viewing potential differently!
T h e theory of Mu l t i p l e
In t e lligences h a s very
s p e c ial signific a n c e f o r
p e r s ons w i t h disabilitie s . I t
h e l ps i d entify , u nderstand,
g u i d e and enab l e t h e i r
p o t e ntial in a n alternate
a n d meaningful w a y a n d i s
in k eeping wit h t h e U N C R P D ,
s a y s USHA RAMA K R I S H N A N ,
C o n sultant - Emo t i o n a l
In t e lligences a n d Emotional
W e lln ess, Memb e r G o v erning
B o d y of ADAPT
(for merly The S p a s t i c s
S o c i ety of India ) a n d V i c e
P r e s ident - ICCW T N .

The human brain has enormous potential!
Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences views
this potential in a different and meaningful way. The
way is path breaking. It has valuable implications for all
people, all through the life span.
The theory posits that people are not more or less
intelligent; rather, different people are intelligent
differently and in unique and multiple ways, that
intelligence is not a single general ability which can be
measured by an IQ test, rather, it is specific and discrete,
and needs to be assessed on specific jobs.
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Every person has a unique profile
and a combination of intelligences.
They indicate what the person
would enjoy doing, be good at
naturally, and may pursue later in
life as a career! However, the
intelligences need opportunities
to develop.

Gardner says, “It’s not how smart you are”,
but rather, “It’s how YOU are smart”.
Intelligence is a bio-psychological ability to
solve problems and create products that
are relevant in a culture, he opines. Every
person has a unique profile and a
combination of intelligences. They indicate
what the person would enjoy doing, be
good at naturally, and may pursue later in
life as a career!
The profile indicates how he/she processes
information and learns best. However, the
intelligences need opportunities to
develop.
This could be a call for all involved in
enabling the potential of others, to identify

and provide supportive environments –
especially in the school-going ages and
adolescence. Assessing intelligences on the
job and understanding that different people
process information according to their unique
profile offers the connector and link to
understanding the potential of those who do
not fall into a “normal standard mould".
I have found the theory to be of very special
significance for persons with disabilities. It
helps identify, understand, guide and enable
their potential in an alternate and meaningful
way and is in keeping with the UNCRPD.
After an intense, decade-long research study
which sought to find out "what is human
potential”, the theory was posited by Howard
Gardner in the 1980s. The theory was based on
neuro-biological studies of how the brain is
organised, how it develops, how it breaks
11 | SUCCESS & ABILITY Nov 2019
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down, in persons with brain damage, in
those with exceptional talent and how
different intelligences are valued in
different cultures. The theory also
summarises the salient points of other
studies of intelligence and gives it a new
orientation.
It goes unsaid that there are very specific
criteria to be met to qualify as an
intelligence!!

The
Interpersonal
and
Intrapersonal
intelligences
(also
called
Emotional
Intelligences) are seen today to be more vital
than mere IQ (Intelligence Quotient). People
with these intelligences are the ones at the
top of their professions and their personal
lives. They may not have been first rankers,
however their EQ (Emotional Quotient)
enables them to live life more successfully
and productively than those who merely
stood first in class.

Everyone has a unique combination of
intelligences. Every intelligence has a different set
of core competencies.
Linguistic Intelligence: Sensitivity to the
meaning of words, their sound, rhythm,
grammar. People with this intelligence
use words effectively in speaking or in
writing. They can enthuse others, explain,
and convey information effectively
through the use of language.
Musical Intelligence: Sensitivity to pitch,
rhythm and timbre in music. People with
musical intelligence are music lovers, can
discriminate and judge music forms
(music critic); compose music / play a
musical instrument / sing very well.
Logical Mathematical Intelligence: Sort
and order in different categories,

understand statements and propositions,
functions and complex processes, and make
related abstractions from them.
Spatial Intelligence: Ability to conjure
imagery, graphic likeness, visualise, good with
directions, make fine discriminations between
colours, lines, shapes, forms and their
relationships, create imagery and graphic
likeness of different views of the same
objects, lines or shapes.
Bodily Kinaesthetic Intelligence: Control of
body movement, and ability to handle objects
skillfully, good coordination, balance,
dexterity, grace, flexibility and speed in body
movements and actions.
12 | SUCCESS & ABILITY Nov 2019
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Interpersonal Intelligence: Empathy and
social skills, quick grasp and evaluation of
others’ moods, feelings and intentions.
Sensitive to others’ facial expressions,
tone of voice, gestures and body
language. Can discriminate between
many personal cues and prioritise
intensity, respond effectively to these
cues and inspire people to positive
actions and get them to tide over
negative emotions.
Intrapersonal
Intelligence:
Self
awareness,
self-regulation,
self
motivation, zeal, persistence against
odds. An honest, accurate picture of
themselves
(their
strengths
and
weaknesses), the capacity to understand
themselves and act adaptively. An
awareness of their inner moods and
desires. Healthy self-esteem.
Naturalist Intelligence: Keen interest in /
insightful expertise on plants and animals
and the environment, and the ability to
work with flora, fauna and the
environment effectively.

Picture courtesy: Vidya Sagar
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How Multiple Intelligences work
In everyday life, these intelligences work in
harmony, so, their individuality may not be
easily seen. However, each intelligence has
its own way of processing information,
remembering and expressing itself.
That is why most people find they can easily
learn, remember, perform and create in one
field of endeavour, while finding it very
difficult to learn, remember, perform and
create in another field. For instance, a
sportsman may not be good at public
speaking! A public speaker may not be a
sports champion! An artist may not be
comfortable socially interacting with people!

Often, only linguistic and logical
mathematical intelligences are used to
evaluate a person’s intelligence, leaving
vital intelligences untapped.
Imagine a house with eight doors of
different sizes and shapes, but only two
of them used. Much potential may end up
being locked within.
Specific intelligences are the inborn
potential of the person concerned;
however, they need to be developed!
People are naturally drawn towards
activities and domains where they have
high intelligences.

Images Courtesy: Usha Ramakrishnan.
Designed by Arthi Abraham.
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When they have opportunities to pursue and develop them, they become competent in that
domain…otherwise, the intelligence lies unused in the person and fades away. When the
person's competence is recognised and awarded in society, then the person’s intelligence
develops further to the next level of mastery!
Persons with disabilities have been typically viewed with a need to “normalise' them. They
are slotted into their lowest area of attainment amongst the various areas of development.
Their strengths and overall potential are often not addressed and remain untapped. There
is a vital need to understand their potential holistically.The lens of multiple intelligences
enables us to look at the uneven profile of persons with special needs with new
understanding.
Images Courtesy: Usha Ramakrishnan.
Designed by Arthi Abraham.

Successful inclusion requires a
move away from a limited
understanding of intelligence
to environments that enable
diverse potential and
strategies and systems that
are designed to suit different
ways of information
processing

It helps bypass difficulties as we plan programmes, alternate learning strategies and guide
career options. With the focus now resting on each person’s unique set of intelligences,
each person with disability can and must be enabled to reach new heights of achievement
and self-esteem.
Enabling potential depends in large on how people with disabilities are included and
educated. Successful inclusion requires a move away from a limited understanding of
intelligence to environments that enable diverse potential and strategies and systems that
are designed to suit different ways of information processing. We believe this would be
most possible with the application of Multiple Intelligences.
Most importantly, everyone would benefit! Teachers, parents, caregivers, professionals and
people with disabilities themselves would find new exciting answers to guiding their own
and others’ potential. Developing one's unique potential sets the foundations for
self-esteem, confidence, and better performance in school and for life. From ‘More or less
intelligent’, we move to ‘People have unique profiles’, and then, everyone’s a winner.
15 | SUCCESS & ABILITY Nov 2019
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OPEN YOUR EYES

TO MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
People with autism have one or another
of the multiple intelligences, avows
DR. PARASURAM RAMAMOORTHI, Chairman,
Velvi. Someone who uses theatre to nurture
multiple intelligences in young men and
women with autism, he throws the spotlight
on how multiple intelligences can platform
careers for those on the autistic spectrum.

A child may sing, swim, run and play
with machines. The same child may
not be interested in sitting for hours
inside a classroom. He/she may be
keen on creating something new and
may not be enthused by traditional
rote learning or the toys that other
children like to play with. That
doesn’t make the child unintelligent.
It’s just that the child has a different
kind of intelligence.
No child is an idiot. Every child is
born with some kind of intelligence.
It is the parent and teacher’s
responsibility
to
find
that
intelligence and nurture it. Every
teacher and parent must watch the
YouTube video Animal School and
understand the potential of the child.
The video shows what each child is
capable of. Our education system
needs to reorient towards that
ability, not the disability of the child.

Our schools and colleges
need to be aware of the
various intelligences and
must design courses
depending on the
individual and his/her
intelligence(s).
Howard Gardner, a Harvard scientist
and
psychologist,
who
first
elucidated on Multiple Intelligences,
categorises different kinds of
intelligences
in
human
beings. Initially, he categorised seven
types of Intelligences. Gardner has
toured India and visited many cities
to lecture on the concept of Multiple
Intelligences. I had the opportunity
to interact with him at Chennai. The
most significant aspect that hit me
was, he can see Intelligence in every
child. I find that people with autism
have one or another of these
intelligences. Let’s check out these
multiple intelligences and find how
they can lead to careers.
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LINGUISTIC Intelligence
The ability to use Language as a tool; read/write
and speak a language. Most educational
institutions take pride in nurturing linguistic
intelligence. Titto, Krishna Narayan, Abhishek…
these are just some of the people with autism
who excel in writing poetry and fiction.
Once, a young child, five years old, spent time
with me every week on creative writing. I would
display a visual and both of us would write
poetry on that visual. Sometimes, the image
became the issue; at other times,
the image catapulted
us into writing
something totally
unrelated. Consider
Stephen Mark Shore.
He is autistic and tours
the world talking about
self-advocacy,
and also lectures at a
university. Likewise,
Pranav Bakhshi is a young
Indian from Delhi who has
given Ted talks on autism
and self-advocacy. He is
also a model today. Modelling is also
an intelligence, by the way. Linish Balan,
also autistic, lives in Kerala. He writes poetry
and also works with young adults with autism. I
have seen him grow in intelligence every year.
He is also active on Facebook.

music and respond to every kind of
music. Samuel Ashis Marcus, whom I
have known for a decade is musically
intelligent. He has passed eight grades
of the Trinity School of Music and runs
the Ashirwad School of Music at
Hyderabad. When I write a lyric and
send it to him, he composes music for
that lyric in 24 hours and sends me the
song. There are many such Sams
around us. Listen to Sam here.

In some, two or
three kinds of
Intelligences
may be
present, one
intelligence
complimenting
the other.

MUSICAL Intelligence
Most parents talk about their children singing.
Musical intelligence isn’t about mere singing. It
is the ability to compose
18 | SUCCESS & ABILITY Nov 2019
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VISUAL SPATIAL Intelligence
The ability to paint, solve puzzles, mark maps
and charter routes. I know Aishwarya Sriram
who works with puzzles and makes a calendar
every year with her puzzles. She can solve a
puzzle of 6000 pieces. She is remarkable, and
has demonstrated her work at many places. Her
work has gained recognition from many
quarters. You may see her puzzles here. Visual
Spatial intelligence platforms careers in
photography and videography too. Today, there
are ample opportunities for photographers and
videographers, and there is good revenue in
these professions.

COOKING Intelligence
Cooking is also an intelligence and though
Howard Gardner does not include it, I believe it
to be an Intelligence too. Dignity Kitchen in
Singapore is totally managed and run by people
with disabilities; we need many such ventures in
India. I know many parents who are training
their children in cooking. One of my young
friends, who worked with me, is Aditya, and he
loves making sandwiches. Watch him at work
here.

LOGICAL-MATHEMATICAL
Intelligence

Subramanyan
from
Coimbatore
trained by Prayas is working as a
computer programmer at Bengaluru.
Enable India is also training young
persons with disabilities in computer
programming. In fact, they are so good
at it and are so focused on their work
that many companies prefer them as
programmers. More awareness needs
to be created in the industry about
their Intelligence.

NATURALISTIC
Intelligence
Love of trees, forests, rivers, animals,
birds... You may know many persons
in the spectrum who possess
naturalistic intelligence. I know a
young boy who loved cows and spent
all his time with cows. His father sold
all the cows and the boy became
depressed. Only when the cows were
brought back, he became normal and
happy. Another young friend, Orko
Roy, a marvellous painter (many
exhibitions to his credit), loves to
paint cows and buffaloes. Whenever
he calls me, he converses about cows
and dogs. He is also active on
Facebook.

India has so many with such intelligences.They
are engineers, computer programmers and
architects. I know of several persons on the
spectrum who passed out from engineering
colleges with distinction. Karthik is one such
young man who has completed engineering
from SRM University, Chennai, and is pursuing
higher studies at Hong Kong. Likewise, Bharath
12| SUCCESS & ABILITY July 2019
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KINESTHETIC Intelligence
Many young persons in the spectrum are aware
of their body and they do possess kinesthetic
intelligence. They swim, climb rocks, ride cycles
and motor cars, and are capable of many
physical feats. For instance, Prasanthi
Venkamadi of Hyderabad is an ace swimmer and
has participated in many international events.
He also runs marathons, and these days, there
are many marathons happening. Meanwhile,
Amaze Foundation run by Akila Vaidyanathan
organises an adventure camp every year for
persons with all kinds of disabilities, a camp
where we see the Ability, not the disability.

INTERPERSONAL Intelligence
I have not come across any young person in
India with this kind of Intelligence – they have
evaded my attention. They could be good at
public relations, politics, and other professions
that involve connecting with people. They are
good at solving conflicts among groups.

INTRAPERSONAL Intelligence
Most of the young persons in the spectrum have
intrapersonal intelligence. Self-awareness and
introspection are their strengths. They create a
world around themselves and live there happily.
They may not be good at social skills. They are
writers, philosophers and they are happy being
by themselves, without others’ company.
Mythily Chari, one of the earliest autism
rehabilitation professionals, says, “There is no
ASD in them until the parent or the teacher
enters their world”. Quite true. Some of them
may even be saints around us. We do not
recognize their saintliness.
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Theatre and the multiple intelligences
Theatre offers so many opportunities to persons with various kinds of intelligences. You
could write the play’s script if you are linguistically intelligent. I have met quite a few
persons capable of writing/rewriting the script. At Chico State University, California, Chico,
we were running a camp for young persons with autism. I had gone with a script, it was
totally revised and the audience enjoyed it. At Chennai and Madurai too, my scripts were
rewritten by the performers. Online coaching is available too, for script writing.
People with body-kinesthetic intelligence could be theatre actors or models. I know of many
such actors who are doing well on stage. Even non-verbal people can do well on stage.
Indian theatre traditions like Kathakali don’t need actors to speak. Body-speak suffices.
Many young actors in India have demonstrated their ability on stage. An actor should
perform for an audience. This philosophy must be borne in mind. Musically intelligent
people can score music for the performances. Most of my productions had music composed
by persons in the spectrum. You may watch my YouTube series to check it out. Set design
and lighting design can be taken up by persons with computer skills and a problem-solving
mind. Logical and mathematical intelligence could help in designing the set and arranging
the lighting. Young persons with creativity can design costumes. Make-up too requires some
creative skills, and a people-friendly person on the spectrum could be a good make-up
artist. If you have cooking intelligence, you can run a cafe/stall by the theatre and make a
living from it. If you are intrapersonal, you can usher in the audience, run publicity
programmes for theatre, be the public relations officer for the theatre group. You could be a
photographer of the production house...
Our schools and colleges need to be aware of the various intelligences and must design
courses depending on the individual and his/her intelligence(s). Let us see the multiple
intelligences and abilities, not the disabilities.
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Here are a few
individuals on the
autistic spectrum
who have tapped
into their multiple
intelligences to
build fulfilling
careers.

I
S
E

R. Kedar

My strength is my perspective in
drawing. I can draw the details to
micro level. - R. Kedar

R. Kedhar, 19 years old, is currently doing a
five-year undergraduate programme in fine arts,
after completing his 10th grade exams from NIOS.
A visual learner, he uses video scribe
(whiteboard.software) for all his learning even
today. “Kedhar is autistic. He was non-verbal
when he was young. After coming home from
school, he would pour out his pent-up frustration
on to paper. He always loved to draw and used
drawing as his chief mode of communication.
This encouraged us to explore his drawing and
painting skills further, as also his communication
skills”, informs Kedhar’s mother K.S. Lavanya.
She adds, “Today, Kedhar has come a long way”.
Kedhar has appropriate communication and
social skills now. His friends and faculty have
been a great support for him. He can travel
independently to any place in Hyderabad. Once,
he had even travelled independently from
Chennai to Hyderabad.
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Linish B.K, a 37-year-old with Asperger's
Syndrome, is a successful Special Educator
(Autism) and practices theatre with individuals
with autism, in Mysore. He also writes poems
that have won the admiration of many.
Someone who completed his B.A. History and
followed it up with a Diploma in Education
(Special Education - Autism Spectrum
Disorders) and an online course on Drama for
Autism, besides learning photography and film
making, Linish has chartered out for himself a
multifaceted career path.

Prannav Krishna, 20 years old, is currently
working with WEDAA (Women Empowering
Differently Abled Adults), operating a coldpressed oil unit three days a week, even while
doing a multimedia course with Aims Media and
studying for his 10th board exams from NIOS.
Prannav also loves gardening and grows
vegetables in the terrace garden at their home.
He also loves listening to music and recites a few
keethanas. Sailaja Nori, Prannav’s mother,
shares, “As he has difficulty in fine motor skills,
we choose this path. Whenever he takes up a
task, he does it with complete and deep focus

He worked as a photographer and
videographer with Satya Studio, moved
on to be a special educator at the
Spastic Society of Karnataka before
becoming a freelance special educator.
Linish’s mother, Kamala. N, says, “He
himself selected this career path".
Today, Linish has set for himself the
beautiful goal of a setting up a theatre
company with people with autism in an
interior village, make films and write
more poems and stories.

My strengths are my naturalistic,
intrapersonal, verbal/linguistic and
visual/spatial intelligences and my
weaknesses/challenges are my
Interpersonal, bodily/kinesthetic,
logical/mathematical and musical
intelligences. - Linish B.K

shna
i
r
K
nav
Pran
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and concentration. His responsible behaviour prompted us to find
or create an employment opportunity for him. Frankly speaking,
he found academics very difficult and uninteresting. So, we shifted
our focus on training him in life skills and self-employment.
Responsible behaviour and a hard-working mentality are his
strengths”. Prannav, who has cerebral palsy, had epilepsy until he
was 14 years old. Today, he is independent to a great extent. He
travels by himself extensively. He commutes by public transport to
his coaching centres, taking the help of pedestrians, to cross the
roads. and fellow travellers if he takes a wrong route.
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I love modelling so much, so I am glad
that I could be with a modelling
agency and be a model. I am very
hardworking. I face challenges but I
can deal with them. I plan things in
my mind, discuss with my mother and
sister and write it in my journal. If I
am anxious or face any other
challenge, it gets sorted when I write
about it in my journal.
- Pranav Bakhshi

I love my job
and take
part in all the
activities there.
- Prannav Krishna

Pranav Bakhshi is India’s first model with
autism and India’s first model with autism to
work with a modelling agency. Currently, this
19-year-old is also doing a four-year graphic
designing course in Delhi and taking exams from
NIOS simultaneously. Says his mother Anupama
Bakhshi, “Pranav led the way. Once exposed to
the concept of ramp walk at the Velvi Art for
Autism festival at Mumbai and Bengaluru, a
brainchild of Dr. Parasuram Ramamoorthi, he
simply fell in love with it. Back in Delhi, when he
saw models on the ramp on a big screen, he
expressed his earnest desire to be there. And the
journey, initially, was very challenging”.
In his pursuit of modelling as a career choice
and his other diverse interests, he has the full
support of his family. His elder sister has been
particularly supportive and has instilled the
confidence in him to follow his dreams.
Modelling apart, Pranav continues to
passionately follow his diverse interests. He is
an award-winning photographer and loves to
capture nature and people in his camera, has
extensive knowledge of contemporary English
music, loves to play golf, and has given Ted talks
about Autism and Self Advocacy.
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Awareness about
Disabilities is a MUST!
I am a very positive person and like to laugh and
make other people laugh. However, there are times
and occasions my optimism and sunny nature are
throttled into a dark mood. This article is written in
one of those.

We need a powerful and viable
public awareness programme
to drive home the message
that disabilities are not
disabling, writes Dr. MADAN
VASISHTA.

This summer, there was a brief news item reporting
the sad story of a young woman, 24 years old, killing
her two-year old baby by smothering it with a pillow
and committing suicide by hanging herself. A
mother does not kill her baby unless she wants to
protect the baby from an unhappy life. The reason
this mother thought the baby’s future was dark: the
baby was deaf. She was sure that the deaf baby
would suffer all her life.
About 100,000 babies in India are born with some
kind of hearing loss, each year. The total population
with hearing loss in India is about 18 million.
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Despite all the societal and bureaucratic
hurdles in their way to obtain a good
education, training or jobs, most deaf people
lead fulfilled lives as productive citizens. If
this young woman had been aware that loss
of hearing was not the end of the world for
her baby, she would not have taken such a
drastic step. This brings me to the real topic
of this article: Lack of public awareness
about disabilities, especially deafness, in
India.
Historically, disabilities have been looked
down upon in India, in my opinion. The
karma theory, popularised since Manu’s
time, blamed disabilities, among other
misfortunes faced by humans to the bad
karma committed in past births. Why should
humans interfere in punishment meted out
by gods! This misinterpreted belief, once
rife, unfortunately, still prevails. As long as
we have these beliefs, infanticide will
continue and people with disabilities will be
ill-treated.
We need a powerful and viable public
awareness programme to drive home the
message that disabilities are not disabling.
Disabilities are disabilities when WE the
public make them. A person in a wheelchair
is equally able as an Olympic athlete if ramps
are built alongside stairs and all buildings
are made accessible. A blind person with
access to Braille on computers and
accessible signage can walk independently.
A deaf person with communication access
can participate equally with hearing people.
And so forth...

The problem is societal attitude. People do
not look at the positive qualities in a person
with a disability; they focus on the negative
quality only.
Here is an example: A highly educated deaf
person with a professional job, a very happy
family life, active social life and all the
trappings of success – a house, car, travel – is
visiting a new place. People are impressed
by his looks and the aura of success. But
once they find out he is deaf, suddenly, he is
thrown from the pedestal. They become too
busy to see him.
Another example: A blind person talks to
various people on the phone. They are
impressed with his wit, knowledge and
eloquence. They want to meet him. Knowing
people’s attitude, he avoids it, but finally
succumbs to their requests for meeting in
person. Suddenly, they realise he is blind.
His wit, his wisdom, his eloquence are all
pushed behind his blindness. The next time
he calls them on the phone, they do not
pick up.
A person sitting tall behind a table on the
stage mesmerises the audience with his
powerful and passionate speech about
rights of disabled people. They cheer him
and give him a standing ovation. Beaming
and happy, he comes from behind the table
wheeling in his chair. The cheers die and
standing people slump into their chairs.
All these examples are true and happened in
India! There are more, many more.
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All these show that people, including those
who claim to support disability rights, do not
have a very positive view of disabled people.
How can we change it? There are three
things we must do:

1. Education
2. Education
3. Education
This kind of attitude, while still prevalent in
western nations, is not as pronounced as it is
in India. When important leaders in those
countries make a speech, sign language
interpreters are there. People see them on
the stage and people see them on the
television broadcasts. The Special Olympics
gets wide coverage on television and
newspapers and are chaired and supported
by prominent leaders. This kind of ongoing
exposure helps people become more
sensitised to disabilities.
We, in India, need to do the same. Provide
positive exposure to disabled people and
their achievements.
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Have movies with disabled characters
played by disabled actors in a positive light.
Have prominent cricket players and movie
stars make public service announcements.
These stars are not a flash in the pan like
politicians and get more attention than
leaders. They do not ask for votes either.
More than that, we have a system to identify
disabilities in new-born babies in all
hospitals. At that time, the doctors or
nurses or counselors should explain to the
parents the ramifications of the disability in
a positive way. “This is a child who has a
disability which can be ameliorated with
education and training.” Again and again:
“This is not a disabled child, but a child with
a disability and will need their involvement
in the child’s overall growth and
development.”
Once parents accept their responsibility,
there is no stopping the child from growing
and developing skills like his/her “normal”
peers. Parents of newly born babies with
disabilities will notice this and know that
the baby will be fine as it grows, and not
reach for a pillow.
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Mind Your

LANGUAGE

Language matters. There’s a lot in a
name because that is our introduction
to the world. That your vulnerability
becomes your defining feature is a sad
observation of human potential,
writes MONIKA KSHATRIYA, disability
rights activist and media accessibility
consultant based in Goa.
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In a recent development, Vishant Nagvekar, a government official and a disability rights
activist based in Goa, raised objection to the use of undignified language in the official
software of the election commission. According to him, the national voters survey portal has
a form that one needs to fill in to verify their identity and voter number. This form has a
column for persons with disabilities. But it uses the term handicap, which has long been
discarded because it is considered offensive.

What’s wrong in the word
handicap, you say?
Even across the disability sector, the house
is divided on politically correct terminology
or Inclusive Language. Not just on what
terms are usable, but whether we must
stress over it at all, considering that there
are far bigger issues to deal with.
I have met many a dedicated disability
rights activist who have brushed aside the
need to be polite, politically correct and
therefore inoffensive. Their idea of equality
excludes language and the role it plays on a
person’s psyche or social standing. Hey, one
of my favourite American comedians,
George Carlin, had an entire stand-up
routine on disability euphemisms. He refers
to us as “cripps” (cripple - crude term
for people with locomotor disabilities). He
calls out the charade in ill-treating us, while
addressing us in most respectable,
politically correct ways. Nevertheless, even
though he might have tried to focus on
deeper issues, I differ with him on this.
So, all those people who have joined the
cause of rights of persons with disabilities

but don’t think words matter, give this a
thought. Make a list of your five closest
friends. List out their weaknesses. Now, for
the next week, try addressing them with
names based on those qualities and see
how it affects them and your relationship.
Better still, take the same people and pick
their most prominent physical feature and
nick name them accordingly.
Obese Riana
Unattractive Monolita
Hairy Bikram
Big nosed Viola
Bag of Bones Joao

Now you begin to feel the pain, even more,
when you hear your loved ones being
referred to this way. So, if you still think
people need to take the shitty nick names
with a pinch of salt, that people need to
move on while they are referred to by their
vulnerabilities, try turning the lights on
yourself. I would call myself ‘arrogant or fat
arsed Monika’!
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Language matters, there’s a lot in a name
because that is our introduction to the
world. It is that name which makes us
unique. Now, if that very term that makes
you unique is the one quality that makes
you vulnerable, it indeed makes you feel
identified with that quality alone and that
your other attributes don’t matter. That
your vulnerability becomes your defining
feature is a sad observation of human
potential.

hearing impaired person is, because she
communicates in Sign language while
everyone around her speaks in English.
But disability rights activists in the west did
not like the term thanks to one of the bestknown disability rights activists from the
USA, Judy Heumann. Judy’s argument was
that others handicap us, but we are disabled
people. The feeling was echoed by people
across and the term ‘disabled’ was
accepted. But things progressed further
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off from sports terminology where
handicapping pertains to assigning some
extra burden or weight. People in social
services used this term to focus on the fact
that the individual was "handicapped" by The term ‘disabled’ is different from
the environment around them. That a ‘disability’. When you call someone
building without elevators or ramps would disabled ‑ you are defining them by their
handicap a person who cannot climb. The physical, sensory or cognitive limitation.
same way your grand mom probably finds it While if you call them – ‘a person with a
difficult to board a train because of the disability’, you acknowledge the person
poorly designed steps leading into the first and then describe that the person also
coaches. So, grandma may not be disabled, happens to have a disability. To explain
but she is handicapped because of her this f further, “Disabled is not who I am, but
environment. Or, you could be handicapped a disability is what I have or what
in, say, Lithuania, because you do not happened to me”. And taking this thought
further is a quote by the famous Carl
understand their language. Just the way a
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There is now unanimous approval
all over the world that there is
going to be nothing about us
without us.

Gustav Jung – I am not what happened to
me, I am what I chose to become.
There are various other terms on which one
witnesses feuds. Like, what is the right
term for someone who has spasticity, or
how do we address those with Down’s
syndrome, or low IQ or some such. Well
meaning journalists are often shamed and
embarrassed by Persons with Disabilities
(PwDs) for calling them out on not knowing
the right nouns to address them with. Add
to that the utter confusion if one were to
use the ‘wrong’ verb. Such as, “The group
of students with visual impairments from

Hyderabad, on a visit to Goa, were taken to
see the Reis Magos fort.” Or how a bunch of
children from Delhi, who are all wheelchair
users, will go for a walk on the Mandovi
Promenade. Now that might incense a few
people, but truly, it is accepted as non
derogatory.
Then there is another kind of offensiveness –
the special kind. Where we are referred to as
specially abled, differently abled or
“Divyaang”. These terms are conferred on us
like some award for our physical or mental
limitations. We are often along with
terminology also treated as divine,
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Extra! Extra! or those with some ESP,
specially chosen by the Lord or just other
worldly. Basically to round up that feeling,
like we do not belong with the rest. We are
somehow to be either put on the pedestal
or locked up for safe keeping for the
treasures we are. What comes along with
this is the kid gloves we are handled with.
Any person with disability will tell you how
this interferes with our normal functioning.
And god forbid if we have no sixth sense or
some grand talent to replace our lost
senses – maybe vision, speech or hearing –
we are somehow left feeling inadequate.
Like we have missed the last bus to
salvation.
Only recently, the United Nations’
Committee on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (CRPD) has called the word
‘Divyangjan’ controversial. The CRPD says
that it is a derogatory term like “mentally
ill”. There is now unanimous approval all
over the world that there is going to be
nothing about us without us. Meaning that
persons with disabilities will be at the
forefront of any decision that is made
relating to them. And that includes terms
that we should be addressed by.
In most developed countries, concerned
departments have developed inclusive
language guides to minimise humiliation of
people from different backgrounds.
Inclusive
language
guides
include
sensitivities
towards
persons
with
disabilities,
gender
and
sexuality,
nationality, ethnicity and race. It’s followed
not just in official work but also by the
media and common folk. These terms have
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Click to know what these
nations have got a fix on:

UK

America

Australia
emerged from discussions with all concerned
parties unlike the conferring of Divyaang on
us where we have had no say.
People embrace inclusive language guides
because they recognise language as a
primary tool of social engagement. It is that
first level itself that these governments wish
to set the record of inclusion and equality
straight. Hedging around behind Bindaas or
badass attitudes and not refining your
language could cost you.
For all of us here in India, so far there is no
such guide. It’s time we build these inclusive
language guides in our respective states, in
our own languages, and ensure respect for
all.
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ZERO WASTE LIFE

Namrata and Tejas are very close family friends. A young
couple with a bright eight-year-old son Neev, all living in a
joint family. As is customary, this Diwali, they came to visit
us and pay respects to our family. Due to the sparkling
conversations around their lifestyle, this Diwali turned out
to be even more illuminating.
A brilliant young entrepreneur, Tejas had done his B.E.
Electronics from India and his Master’s in electricals from
Texas, USA. He then worked in the US for two years,
before returning to India. He had always been determined
to return home to his parents and to his country! An
innovator of sorts, he set up his 15-year-old company in
the field of automation, catering to various sectors.

"It finally zeroes down to
‘us’ and ‘me’, and what
exactly ‘we’ as individuals
are doing to ensure that
our future generations
have a safe planet and
natural ecosystems", says
Dr. KETNA L MEHTA,
Founder Trustee, Nina
Foundation. She shares
with us an eco-friendly
way of life.

It was through Namrata that, over the years, I had caught
up with the snippets about the philosophy and practices
that they had adopted in their individual lifestyles because
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of Tejas. His practices are
worth emulating and go
beyond waxing eloquently on
climate emergency, climate
change and melting glaciers,
and young Greta Thunberg’s
campaign ‘Friday's for Future’.
Tejas is an eco-champion,
because it finally zeroes down
to ‘us’ and ‘me’ and what
exactly ‘we’ as individuals do,
before we begin blaming the
garbage
collectors,
the
corporation,
the
manufacturers or the ‘other’
consumers. Finally, the buck
stops in front of me...right
here.
What am I doing?
What is my family and
household doing?
Are we doing enough?
Relentlessly?
There are some pointers from
his current transformational
lifestyle which we must
collectively, (if we haven’t
already),
emulate
and
follow consistently to ensure
that our future generations
have a safe planet and natural
ecosystems.

Lifestyle Changes
Live out of a drawer. Have
only so many clothes and
essentials for daily use, give
away the rest.
Have only two pairs of
shoes.
Source and use natural
products for all types of
cleaning. Use natural
substitutes instead of
chemical-based phenyle,
bleach, soaps, etc, which
harm marine life, as much of
our drainage water goes
untreated and flows into the
sea.
Recycle printed paper.
Return all home delivery
bags instantly with a
message that the senders
reuse it and not throw it into
the bin.
Eat as much raw food as
possible without using
cooking gas.
Enforce a rule at home,
children included, that no
food on the plate is to be
wasted.

Before we blame the garbage collectors, the
corporation, the manufacturers or the ‘other’
consumers, lets introspect on what exactly ‘we’
as individuals doing for the environment.
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The pioneer of the Zero Waste Movement is Lauren
Singer of USA. She started her blog ‘Trash is for
Tossers’ detailing her journey of zero waste. All the
waste that she does produce is kept in a jar. That’s it!
One single jar for so many years! She has been on
popular TED Talks and has a YouTube channel on
how one can practice a zero-waste life. In 2017, she
opened a store in New York called ‘Package Free’ and
it’s a zero-waste shop, an environmentalist’s
wonderland!
Tejas believes that young global citizens like Lauren
are true role models.
In order to have an equitable future, practices and
stories of champions like Tejas need to be told and
retold. They will have to be adopted by all
responsible individuals and be made a way of life.

Keep tossing seeds and
planting karela, papaya,
watermelon in pots at home
and watch and wonder at the
plants that sprout up.
Don’t have a television at
home so that you are rid of
the consumerist shows, ads,
brands that evoke the desire
to buy. Instead, watch and
discuss educational books
and videos.
Plan family outings and trips
to places like eco-villages
where satvik food, cowsheds,
nature walks, orchards,
composting, gardening and
sunlight may be experienced
and relished.

The pioneer of the Zero
Waste Movement is Lauren
Singer of USA. She started
her blog ‘Trash is for
Tossers’ detailing her
journey of zero waste. All
the waste that she does
produce is kept in a jar.
That’s it!
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